
S P E C I A L  R E S E R V A T I O N Sat The Shack on 8that The Shack on 8th
the shack on 8th is a unique outdoor space that offers semi-private

reservations for our nooks! designed with parties of 50 or less in mind,
the shack has tWO nooks available for booking everyday of the weeK! *

  Bus Stop is the place to be for         the foodies. 
Located right next to Chef Aymer’s Food Shack 

bus & nearby The Shack’s main bar, you can 
fill up on anyting from our famous crushes to 

gourmet tacos. Bus Stop can fit up to 40 people 
with ample space to lounge under our pergola. 

   Big Fire is        our only nook with a fire pit & 
provides plenty of room for parties of up to 

50 people. On chilly nights, this is the place to 
be and you’ll be able to enjoy everything The 

Shack has to offer without straying too far from 
your friends. 

Bus Stop

Big FireBig Fire

Each nook is available to rent in 2 hour 45 minute increments. Mon. - Thur. nooks can be reserved for a $100 fee, Fri. - Sun. nooks 
can be reserved for a $250 fee. Cancellations can be made with a 48-hour notice. In the event of inclement weather,

reservations can be refunded or rescheduled depending on availability. *Nooks may not be available holiday weekends.



Bohemia is the perfect place to enjoy a semi-
private event with family and friends! With the 
ability to accommodate up to 25 guests, this 

newly decoated space is perfect for any
entertainer! Located right next to our bocce 

courts and giant Connect 4, as well as having its 
own personal Hook and Ring game, Bohemia is 

the perfect place for your next intimate gathering.

BohemiaBohemia

Each nook is available to rent in 2 hour 45 minute increments. Mon. - Thur. nooks can be reserved for a $100 fee, Fri. - Sun. nooks 
can be reserved for a $250 fee. Cancellations can be made with a 48-hour notice. In the event of inclement weather,

reservations can be refunded or rescheduled depending on availability. *Nooks may not be available holiday weekends.

Note: Bohemia is located adjacent to our smoking area.


